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Disorderly Dunk sets rare record 
Liverpool 6 
Skrtel 5, Bridcutt 44 (og), 71 (og), Carroll 57, Dunk 74 (og), Suarez 85. 
Brighton 1 
LuaLua 17 
Referee: A Marriner Attendance: 43,940 
The question for Liverpool had been how they would emerge from the crisis that 
has engulfed them since Luis Suarez's fall from grace. No one could have 
predicted it would be like this, with a hat-trick of own goals propelling them to 
the quarter-finals of the FA Cup in a slapstick tie that culminated with a balding, 
middle-aged streaker hugging Jamie Carragher on the halfway line. 
Normally, when a naked man runs on to the pitch, the incident is unchallenged as 
the game's supreme act of farce, but it was outdone on this occasion by a 
Brighton team who outscored Liverpool by four goals to three only to lose the 
match 6-1. The nadir of a defensive horror show will linger in the memory as 
Lewis Dunk controlled Suarez's cross on his chest before miscontrolling with his 
knee and bundling the ball into the goal in front of The Kop. "I would say they [the 
three own goals] were not even comic," Gus Poyet, the Brighton manager, said. 
"There were so many individual errors that it would take me all night to go 
through them. I think we have made a record." 
Kenny Dalglish was more sympathetic, stressing that players who score own goals 
are victims of their own desire to defend. Both were right -- Brighton had become 
the first team in the history of the FA Cup to achieve such an unwanted feat, but it 
was not their application or attitude that undermined them. It was, in Dunk's 
case, their technique and, in general, their ill fortune. "You can't blame them for 
wanting to defend their goal," Dalglish said. "I think they were a bit unfortunate." 
After one of the most testing weeks since he returned as manager, Dalglish was 
exactly where he had hoped he would be -- enjoying a commanding victory, 
having seen belated signs of some of his most expensive acquisitions stirring and 
being in the fortunate position of being able to show generosity to vanquished 
opponents. There was no controversy surrounding Suarez. Only a saved penalty 
with the game long since won blotted the Uruguayan's copybook and Dalglish 
blamed himself for that, having indicated that Liverpool's No 7 should take the 
spot-kick after Dirk Kuyt had been felled by Craig Noone. "That was my fault," 
the Liverpool manager said. "I let sentiment get in the way but I'll learn my 
lesson." Poyet had told his players beforehand that their best chance of causing 
an upset lay in keeping things tight and not giving Liverpool any easy goals. Only 
five minutes had elapsed when the best-laid plans had been undermined by 
defensive weakness. 
Steven Gerrard's inswinging corner was testing, but Poyet would have expected 
the ball to be cleared at the near post and he looked on disconsolately as Martin 
Skrtel won a header that soared past Peter Brezovan before the goalkeeper could 
react. "It was always a matter of holding and making sure we didn't concede any 
silly goals and then maybe we would've had a chance. We were a bit naive," Poyet 
said. Raw Brighton may have been but their spirit remained intact during the first 
half and they were back on level terms after 18 minutes when Kazenga LuaLua 
scored with a well-struck free kick from 25 yards that breached the Liverpool wall 
and beat Pepe Reina at his near post. 
At that stage, LuaLua would have had high hopes of being the scorer of Brighton's 
most memorable goal at Anfield on the day. Little did he know that he would be 
upstaged by the hapless Dunk. 
The game's first own goal came on the stroke of half-time and Liam Bridcutt was 
unquestionably unlucky to score it, his desperate attempts to clear Glen Johnson's 
goalbound header succeeding in making the seemingly inevitable absolutely 
inevitable. The timing of the goal was as def lating for Brighton as the manner in 
which it occurred and they never recovered from the setback, sinking deeper and 
deeper into a mess that Poyet felt justified his refusal to believe that his team are 
ready for the Premier League. 
"I want to be ready," he said. "I don't want to come to Anfield and lose 6-1. And I 
was right even though people thought I was being negative." 
As architects of their own downfall, Brighton could at least take solace in this 
being Liverpool's most commanding performance for several weeks. The biggest 
victory of Dalglish's tenure may have come with assistance but, equally, it was 
built on the performances of his key attacking players, most notably Andy Carroll, 
Suarez and Gerrard, who started a game together for the first time and showed 
promising signs of developing the kind of understanding that Dalglish expects of 
them. Carroll added a finishing flourish to his latest positive showing with a well-
taken strike from Downing's pull-back. Gerrard thought he had joined the goal-
spree, only for the goal to be credited once more to Bridcutt, who deflected the 
Liverpool captain's cut-back into his own net. There was no doubt about the 
identity of the scorer of Liverpool's fifth goal as Dunk unwittingly juggled himself 
into a "what happened next?" moment in front of a howling Kop. At that stage 
the narrative seemed for once not to include Suarez as one of the game's leading 
protagonists. But even in a tie with enough incident to pack an entire round, the 
forward still managed to get in on the act in the final ten minutes with the second 
penalty miss of his Liverpool career as Brezovan saved well low down. 
If anything, the miss seemed to fire Suarez up and five minutes later he got the 
goal that he -- and Poyet, his compatriot -- had hoped for as he headed home 
Carroll's knockdown from a couple of yards out.  

 

"It was no longer a matter of conceding one more goal by then and it was 
important for him, especially after the penalty," Poyet said, his concern being 
more about the three own goals his players scored than the one his fellow 
countryman notched. 
Line-ups LIVERPOOL 4-4-2 J M Reina G Johnson J Carragher M Skrtel J Enrique J 
Henderson S Gerrard C Adam S Downing A Carroll L Suarez Substitutes: D Kuyt (for 
Henderson, 76min), J Shelvey (for Gerrard, 76), M Rodriguez (for Downing, 76). 
Not used: MDoni, S Coates, J Spearing, M Kelly. BRIGHTON 4-2-3-1 P Brezovan I 
Calderon G Greer L Dunk A El Abd L Bridcutt A Navarro WBuckley A Barnes K 
LuaLua S Vokes Substitutes: C Noone (for Buckley, 46), Vicente (for El Abd, 69), 
CMackail-Smith (for Vokes, 69). Not used: C Ankergren, R Harley, R Vincelot, T 
Agdestein. 
 

 

 
Carroll makes his case for Wembley place as Seagulls drown under 
comedy of errors 
A hat-trick of own goals from Brighton in a game where the worst tackle arrived 
from a middle-aged male streaker in stoppage time enabled Liverpool to move 
serenely into the FA Cup quarter-finals and on from the latest Luis Suarez 
controversy. Kenny Dalglish's team advance on Wembley for the first time in 16 
years in next Sunday's Carling Cup final and clearly have a craving for more. 
The Liverpool manager had challenged his players to audition against Gus Poyet's 
Championship side for a Wembley role and requested that a line be drawn under 
the sorry affair at Old Trafford. The team responded on both counts and in the 
only way they can as Suarez completed the rout having missed a penalty five 
minutes earlier. "That was my fault," said Dalglish, who had held seven fingers 
aloft to signify who should take the spot-kick. "I let sentiment get in the way." 
Charity, misfortune and shocking defending barred Brighton's route to a cup 
shock. 
"It was a good victory and more difficult than the scoreline would suggest," 
Dalglish said. "Brighton played very well against us in the League Cup and for 40 
minutes they were very good here as well. We deserved to win and to go through 
but whether the scoreline is a true reflection is open to conjecture." 
Remarkably, this was the first time that Suarez, Steven Gerrard and Andy Carroll 
have started a game together for Liverpool and the impact on the team's 
attacking range and options was marked. The home side swarmed over Brighton 
from the start and, though Dalglish's analysis of his opponents' first half display 
was true, with Poyet's men a threat to the Liverpool defence whenever the 
opportunity arose, weak and at times comical defending ultimately produced a 
landslide. Dalglish said: "They are three fantastic footballers and played very well 
today. Any team who gets players who are as iconic as they are on the pitch has a 
better chance of being successful. But the fact we have done as well as we have 
and that is the first time those three have started a match shows how well the 
squad has done." 
Peter Brezovan, the Brighton goalkeeper, made his first good save of a busy 
afternoon from Stewart Downing in the fourth minute. While all eyes focused on 
a wrestling bout between Carroll and Adam El-Abd, Gerrard delivered the 
resulting corner to the near post where Martin Skrtel diverted a header through 
Brezovan's grasp despite the presence of two dawdling Brighton players. 
Brighton were true to their manager's word about attacking their Premier League 
hosts. None more so than Kazenga LuaLua who brought the visitors level with a 
precision free-kick from 25 yards to the wild delight of the 6,000 supporters who 
had travelled up from the south coast. 
Liverpool responded emphatically but it was not until Downing, Suarez, Carroll 
and Charlie Adam had gone close that they regained the lead. Again, Brighton 
failed to defend a Liverpool corner as Brezovan punched Adam's delivery 
skywards and two defenders were taken out by an immaculate piece of control 
from Suarez. The Uruguay international saw his shot saved by Brezovan, Glen 
Johnson headed the rebound goalwards, Sam Vokes intervened on the line but his 
clearance struck Liam Bridcutt and rolled in. The midfielder's misfortune and 
Brighton's fatal attraction to the own goal had only just begun. 
Carroll and Downing were chief among those in red playing for a Wembley place 
and both presented a strong case to Dalglish with vibrant displays. The pair 
combined superbly for Liverpool's third, finished off by Carroll with a left-foot 
shot tucked into the bottom corner. 
Brighton then decided they had not been generous enough. Gerrard tested 
Brezovan at close range and, when the keeper saved, cut the ball across goal. 
Once again the ball hit Bridcutt and was diverted over the line. But Lewis Dunk 
lessened the midfielder's embarrassment by producing a ridiculous own goal that 
placed Bridcutt's efforts in the shade. Intercepting a Suarez cross, Dunk took the 
ball on his chest and attempted to play keepy-uppy before launching his 
clearance. Unfortunately his first touch was so bad he kneed the ball over the line. 
Suarez had his penalty saved after Craig Noone felled Dirk Kuyt. The release was 
only delayed, however, as Jose Enrique and Carroll combined for Suarez to nod 
No6. Cue the streaker bearing only shoes and a hug for Jamie Carragher. Time for 
a laugh at Anfield. At last. 
Man of the match Charlie Adam (Liverpool) 
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Kenny's joy of six; Rampant Liverpool eye Cup double 
Liverpool 6 
Brighton 1 
IN A season that began with a top-four Barclays Premier League finish seemingly a 
pre-requisite, Liverpooland their manager Kenny Dalglish may yet find it is 
England's two domestic cup competitions that save them. 
Yesterday at Anfield it was hard to believe this great club have been smothered by 
controversy and are struggling to impose themselves at the top end of the table. 
Dalglish's Liverpool played with a little of their traditional brio. Admittedly this 
was a game played against a team from the Championship, a team they had 
already beaten once this season in the early rounds of the Carling Cup. 
Nevertheless, Dalglish's team were impressive. They played with a tempo and 
rhythm that have not always been apparent this season and thoroughly deserved 
their place in the next round, when they will face Stoke City at Anfield. 
Certainly Dalglish will hope his team can build on some recent improved form -- 
not to mention capitalise on the travails of Arsenal and Chelsea -- to move out of 
the pack and finish the season in the Champions League places. 
With Luis Suarez -- excellent apart from a missed penalty -- back from suspension 
and Steven Gerrard an improving force after his return from 
injury, Liverpool need not think it is beyond them. 
Nevertheless, the prospect of one -- if not two -- Wembley appearances is 
beginning to look like a reassuring comfort blanket as Dalglish tries to emerge 
from his first full season back in charge with genuine credit. 
Liverpool are already in one final, of course. This weekend they will face Cardiff 
City from the Championship in the Carling Cup showpiece. Victory over Stoke in 
the next round of this competition and they will return to the capital again for the 
semi-finals. Against this background, no wonder Dalglish was pleased. The Anfield 
boss said: 'It was a good victory, more difficult than the scoreline suggests. 
'It helps to have Gerrard, Suarez and Carroll on together. They had only played 69 
minutes together before and they played really well.' 
Those interested in statistical anomalies will note that yesterday's game 
contained three own goals from Brighton. 
Two were rather unfortunate and will be credited to right midfielder Liam 
Bridcutt. The other was, frankly, hilarious and belongs to central defender Lewis 
Dunk. Sunderland and Portsmouth are believed to be among the handful of teams 
who have managed this remarkable feat before. 
Liverpool, though, will perhaps care to reflect instead on Suarez's excellence, a 
better effort from Andy Carroll and the manner in which Dalglish's players shook 
off a surprise goal from Brighton midway through the first half. 
After another difficult week, Dalglish would perhaps have asked for a positive 
start above anything else and he got one as defender Martin Skrtel dashed 
towards the near post to glance a fifth-minute header into the roof of the net 
from a Gerrard corner. 
Despite this early boost, it still took the home team a little while to get going and 
Brighton's early determination to play their football was rewarded with an 
equaliser just after the quarter-hour. 
In truth, Gus Poyet's men should not have been allowed the goal but when left 
winger Kazenga LuaLua drilled in a low free-kick from 25 yards, at least 
two Liverpool players broke from the defensive wall, enabling the ball to skid 
beneath them and into the bottom righthand corner of Pepe Reina's goal. 
Liverpool looked shame-faced and quite right, too. They responded well, 
however, and after Suarez saw a low shot cleared following a dazzling run from 
the right and Stewart Downing failed to capitalise after being played down the left 
by Suarez, Liverpool edged back in front. 
Brighton goalkeeper Peter Brezovan should have caught a 44th-minute corner but 
when his punch landed at Suarez's feet the Uruguayan did marvellously to touch 
the ball past two defenders and shoot for goal. Brezovan saved with his legs but 
Glen Johnson headed the rebound towards goal and the ball eventually ended up 
in the net via the shins of Bridcutt. 
In the second half, Liverpool were rampant. Carroll showed great movement to 
dispatch a low Downing cross in the 57th minute before Bridcutt shovelled a low 
Gerrard cross-shot into the goal and then Dunk -- poor lad -- managed to juggle 
the ball over his own line on his knee. 
Still there was time for Suarez to have a weak penalty saved after Dirk Kuyt was 
brought down and then score with his head at the far post after Carroll unselfishly 
nodded a deep centre back across goal. That, perhaps, will have pleased Dalglish 
more than anything. 
i.ladyman@dailymail.co.uk 
MATCH FACTS 
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): Reina 6; Johnson 6, Carragher 6, Skrtel 6, Enrique 6; 
Henderson 6 (Kuyt 75min, 6), Gerrard 8 (Shelvey 75, 6), Adam 7, Downing 6 (Maxi 
75, 6); Suarez 7, Carroll 7. Subs not used: Doni, Coates, Kelly, Spearing. Scorers: 
Skrtel 5, Bridcutt (og) 44, 70, Carroll 57, Dunk (og) 75, Suarez 85. 
BRIGHTON AND HOVE ALBION (4-4-2): Brezovan 6; Calderon 6, Greer 6, Dunk 6, 
El-Abd 6 (Rodriguez 68, 6); Buckley 6 (Noone 46, 6), Bridcutt 6, Navarro 6, LuaLua 
7; Barnes 6, Vokes 6 (Mackail-Smith 68, 6). Subs not used: Ankergren, Vincelot, 
Harley, Agdestein. Scorer: LuaLua 17. 
Booked: Navarro. Man of the match: Steven Gerrard. Referee: Andre Marriner 6. 

 

 
 Suarez has the last word after a comedy of errors 
Liverpool 6 
Skrtel 5, Bridcutt 44 og, 71 og, Carroll 57, Dunk 74 og, Suarez 85 
Brighton & Hove Albion 1 
Lua Lua 17 Att: 43,940 
After a season in which Liverpool have been accused of a prolific series of own 
goals, it made a welcome change for Kenny Dalglish to see his club benefit from 
the frequent gaffes of others. 
Brighton found their own net three times as they were emphatically dismantled at 
Anfield, and yet amid the chaos of their self-destruction, they still couldn't 
prevent Luis Suarez having the last word, or indeed having to issue another 
apology to his team-mates. 
The latest moment of contrition, it must be stressed, was of a far more trivial and 
temporary nature as he tamely struck a late penalty at visiting goalkeeper Peter 
Brezovan. It didn't matter. Liverpool were already well ahead and planning a 
home quarter-final with Stoke City. 
It was the only thing Suarez and his manager got wrong this weekend, Dalglish 
leaping off the bench to display seven digits (identifying the striker's shirt) to 
ensure the South American took the 81st-minute spot kick. Dalglish accepted the 
flak for that, too. The choreography went wrong, but in keeping with the 
afternoon this was also swiftly remedied. 
Four minutes after his miss, the striker made amends by heading 
home Liverpool's sixth. First the mistake, then the redemption - it's becoming a 
recurring Anfield theme. 
This was a cameo of the twin impostors of accusation and adulation Suarez must 
deal with as he seeks to restore his reputation in English football. Isolated one 
minute, idolised the next, Anfield remains his sanctuary from the critical gaze of 
those detractors who would like to deport him for his most recent crimes against 
PR and agitated sponsors. 
The dismantling of the Championship side wasn't all his work. Brighton's luckless 
midfielder Liam Bridcutt scored two own goals before Lewis Dunk still somehow 
eclipsed his team-mate by juggling Liverpool's fifth into the Kop end. The visibly 
more confident Andy Carroll and Martin Skrtel did the rest, but it was Suarez who 
made the stadium sing. 
Regardless of what his apologists claim, he does have a lot to prove. This was the 
beginning of the process. 
He needs to show the warts identified in his on-field persona are worth tolerating 
because the beauty marks he also leaves on each performance are so beguiling. 
Suarez has a multiple personality that needs to be controlled if it is to be 
accepted. There are moments when he looks languid, others when he is flailing 
his arms in frustration and others when he claims for nonexistent fouls or 
handballs. Then the ball falls at his feet and he is just marvellous. 
The Brighton fans jeered him as every opposing fan will, but each boo surely 
carried its sense of foreboding as Suarez threatened a goal with every attack. 
Aside from those howls of derision in the away end, there was very little to justify 
any malingering persecution complex on behalf of the Liverpool striker given 
Brighton's manager, Gus Poyet, is probably the only man outside of Anfield in this 
country to offer any support for his fellow countryman. 
Never mind handshakes, there were embraces between the two compatriots as 
they chatted prior to kickoff. Poyet even admitted he was happy to see Suarez 
score as it made no difference to the outcome. 
There was no danger of any discontent towards Suarez from 
the Liverpool supporters as it has never been there to begin with. A Uruguayan 
flag was destined to be hoisted above Anfield whatever the outcome given 
Puyot's animated presence on the touchline. 
The Brighton manager was at his most excitable when Kazenga Lua Lua at least 
claimed the consolation of goal of the game when equalising Skrtel's header on 17 
minutes. 
A free-kick from 25 yards was nudged to him by Alan Navarro, and he let rip with 
an unstoppable blast past Pepe Reina, momentarily threatening a repeat of 
Brighton's win here at the same stage 29 years ago. 
Such thoughts lasted until 44 minutes, when Bridcutt's nightmare began. Sam 
Vokes clearance from Glen Johnson's goal-bound header rebounded in off his 
team-mate, and Liverpool were rampant from therein. 
Carroll, whose increasingly noticeable impression of a half-decent striker has gone 
under the radar in the past few weeks, rattled in the third after a Stewart 
Downing cross. Bridcutt then nudged a Steven Gerrard shot into his own net and 
Dunk nominated himself for a comedy award with the third own goal before 
Suarez, inevitably, had the last word. Puyot said the gulf proved promotion would 
be premature this season and it was hard to argue. 
For Dalglish, Wembley is on the immediate horizon and a victory in the next 
round would ensure a second visit in two months. That's not a bad return. 
For a second successive weekend, it was all about Suarez. He heads to the home 
of English football next weekend -- a place where he still not feel entirely 
welcome. 
Should he shine as much on that stage as much as he did here, fears of him being 
forced to make an early exit from these shores will start to appear greatly 
exaggerated. 
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Brighton's friendly fire raises Liverpool Cup hopes 
Andr[c] Previn to Eric Morecambe: "This is Grieg's Piano Concerto, you are playing 
all the wrong notes." Eric Morecambe: "I am playing the right notes, sunshine, but 
not necessarily in the right order." Likewise, Brighton became the first visiting side 
since Arsenal in 2007 to score four times at Anfield, although the goals were not 
necessarily in the right net. Kenny Dalglish had announced that this would be an 
audition for places in Sunday's Carling Cup final. In the theatre, the adage is that a 
great dress rehearsal means a calamitous first night. On this evidence, Cardiff City 
might fancy their chances at Wembley because, for all of Brighton's self-inflicted 
wounds, Liverpool were sometimes dazzling. 
The Kop greeted the final whistle with a song about "putting the champagne on 
ice, we're going to Wembley twice". They had sung it in 2001, substituting Cardiff 
for Wembley and this season resembles that campaign conducted by G[c]rard 
Houllier. Liverpool may not be competing for championships but there are 
trophies on the horizon. 
Steven Gerrard, a man who would instantly take silverware if asked to choose 
between trophies and the prize of Champions League qualification, produced a 
range of free-kicks, passes and crosses that spoke of a desperate hunger for 
success. Morally, he deserved Liverpool's fourth but technically it was a second 
own goal by Liam Bridcutt, who tried to intercept Gerrard's shot from an acute 
angle but instead knocked it into his own net. Jamie Carragher, who once 
conceded two own goals against, of all teams Manchester United, would 
understand the midfielder's feelings. 
It was not, however, the own goal most likely to be appearing on an end-of-
season DVD. That fell to Lewis Dunk, who taking a cross from Luis Suarez on his 
thigh, played keepy-uppy with the ball until he had taken it over the line. 
Frankly, neither he nor Brighton deserved to be humbled in this way, although 
they are not the first side to have put three balls into their own net in a single 
match. Sunderland have done it and so, too, have Portsmouth. It must be the sea 
air. Liverpool thus reached the quarter-finals of a competition they have scarcely 
bothered with since Gerrard held the trophy aloft six years ago. The draw meant 
they would play all their games at home and that their opponents are Stoke City, 
who have not won a league fixture at Anfield since 1959, should simply fuel the 
optimism. This might have been a tougher encounter than it proved. Brighton had 
earned their journey to Merseyside on the back of something that, with due 
deference to Paolo di Canio's tears of joy when Swindon overcame Wigan, has 
been unique in this season's competition. Brighton are the only club from the 
Football League to have knocked out a Premier League side that could realistically 
hope to win the FA Cup. Naturally, that side was Newcastle. 
They had come this way before. In 1983, on their way to a final against 
Manchester United, Jimmy Melia's men had gone to Anfield and through a goal by 
Jimmy Case denied Bob Paisley his last chance of winning the FA Cup, the one 
trophy that was to always elude him as a manager. As the teams came out 
yesterday, a banner depicting Paisley confronted both teams. There was to be a 
revenge of sorts. 
Brighton's opening moves were shot through with nerves. First Peter Brezovan, 
who was to enjoy a frantic evening in the visitors' goal, tipped over a shot from 
Stewart Downing. Those who jammed the Anfield Road End after the long journey 
from Sussex mocked Gerrard's delays in taking the corner but, when it arrived, 
Martin Skrtel, rushing in, met it with a flick of his shaved head at the near post 
and Dalglish greeted the goal in the same way he did when he scored them, with 
both arms aloft and a wide open grin. 
The scoreline might not suggest it, but there were times when Brighton played 
and defended very well. Suarez, playing in front of the Brighton manager, Gus 
Poyet, whose impassioned defence of him in the Patrice Evra affair was far more 
convincing than anything Liverpool mounted, accelerated between two defenders 
and then unleashed a fierce shot that Inigo Calderon somehow cleared off the 
line. Towards the end, when Liverpool were awarded a penalty for a foul on Dirk 
Kuyt, Dalglish indicated that Suarez should take it. As ever, the Liverpool manager 
probably wanted to make a point and support the Uruguayan at the same time. 
His reward was a feeble spot kick that Brezovan had no difficulty saving, although 
Suarez did get his goal in the final moments, meeting a header from Andy Carroll 
from unmissable range. Carroll had scored his own, rather better, goal midway 
through the first half, meeting Downing's cross first time, a glimpse of the skill of 
which he is capable but rarely displays Amid all the own goals, it was easy to 
forget that Brighton had equalised. The LuaLua brothers are one of the most 
positive things to have emerged from the inaptly named, Democratic Republic of 
Congo. On Saturday at Goodison Park, Blackpool's Lomana had seen Everton's Tim 
Howard turn a gorgeous drive on to the post. Here, his younger brother, Kazenga, 
sent a free-kick through the wall to beat Pepe Reina at his post for sheer pace. 
Parity lasted until almost the interval as Suarez took Brezovan's punch away 
brilliantly under control, turned and shot. The keeper half-saved it again. Glen 
Johnson headed it goalwards and a combination of Sam Voakes and Bridcutt 
turned it home, although amid their embarrassment they were not to know there 
were to be two more in the wrong net. 

 
OGGY OGGY! OGGY!  
THE headlines will cry of yet more own goals at Anfield, but this time it was the 
opposition who found increasingly spectacular ways of tripping themselves up. 
In a season when Liverpool have been accused of so many selfinflicted wounds, 
how ironic that it was poor Brighton who stuck three in their own net. 
Sad for them and their fans, but perhaps a touch satisfying for Reds boss Kenny 
Dalglish and Luis Suarez as they reflect on the fallout from the last few months. 
Even with the opposition providing four of the goals to become the highest 
scorers in the fifth round, Suarez grabbed a share of the spotlight when he missed 
a penalty his manager insisted he take, and then atoned with a late goal. 
If he still has plenty of making up to do after his club were thrust centre-stage for 
all the wrong reasons, maybe he started here, with a display that showed why 
Dalglish is such an admirer. 
The bare facts show Liam Bridcutt twice put through his own net and that Lewis 
Dunk added another. 
Yet amid the carnage, Suarez contrived to become the centre of attention again 
when he wrestled with Dirk Kuyt and Charlie Adam for the right to take a penalty, 
and was vindicated when Dalglish raised seven fingers to indicate who the chosen 
one was. 
The only problem was, Suarez's scuffed kick was easily saved, and Dalglish's head 
was in his hands once more - until Suarez capped a fine evening for the Reds by 
rounding off the scoring. 
None of that drama seemed likely when Liverpool scored inside five minutes, only 
to see the Championship side hit back and suggest this was to be no walkover. 
When Kazenga LuaLua equalised with a brilliant free-kick on 17 minutes, it 
seemed Brighton threatened a repeat of perhaps their greatest cup triumph 
almost 30 years ago against arguably the greatest-everLiverpool team. 
However in 1983 Albion had a centre-back in Steve Foster who could head a ball. 
Cut to 2012, and there was no such assurance at the heart of Guy Poyet's team. 
Each time a cross was whipped into the box, they seemed terrified, especially of 
Andy Carroll. That fear was evident for the opening goal when the Seagulls 
defence were so distracted by grappling with Carroll they failed to notice Martin 
Skrtel charging in to superbly smash home Steven Gerrard's corner. 
Carroll may at times have been possessed by the spirit of Emile Heskey, but he 
was too much for Albion, his combination of brawn and technique illustrating 
perfectly that Dalglish had done his homework on the opposition, and that his 
partnership with Suarez is promising. 
Carroll was central to Liverpool's second goal just before the interval, when he 
was almost assaulted as Charlie Adam fired a vicious corner into the near post. 
Amid the carnage of that tussle, keeper Peter Brezovan punched weakly, chaos 
ensued in the penalty area and Sam Vokes's goal line clearance bounced off 
Bridcutt's back and into the net. 
Brighton's resistance was broken and there was a sense of inevitability about 
much of the second half. 
Carroll added a third on 57 minutes when he produced a fine left-foot finish from 
Stewart Downing's cross, then Bridcutt became a footnote in cup history with a 
second own goal, turning in Gerrard's shot on 71 minutes. 
Worse was to follow for Albion three minutes later when Brezovan tipped a 
Suarez cross towards Dunk, who attempted to juggle the ball while facing his own 
goal but saw it bounce off his knee and over the line. 
There was still time for Suarez to miss the penalty, awarded for a foul on Kuyt, but 
he made up for it by heading in from close range five minutes from time. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Johnson 6, Carragher 7, Skrtel 7, Enrique 6, Gerrard 8 
(Shelvey 77), Adam 8, Henderson 7 (Kuyt 77), Suarez 6, Downing 7 (Maxi 76), 
Carroll 7 
BRIGHTON: Brezovan 5, Calderon 7, Greer 6, Dunk 6, El Abd 6 (Vicente 69, 6), 
Buckley 6 (Noone 46, 6) Navarro 7, Bridcut 6, LuaLua 7, Barnes 6, Vokes 6 
(Mackail-Smith 69, 6) 
REF: Andre Marriner ATT: 43,940 
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LFC book FA Cup quarter-final against Stoke after hitting Seagulls for six 
WEMBLEY send-offs don’t come much better than this, and Liverpool FC will head 
for the capital in buoyant mood after a ruthless dismantling of Brighton. 
Having waited 16 years to walk out on the hallowed turf, Kenny Dalglish’s LFC side 
now find themselves on the brink of securing another trip to what was once 
known as Anfield South. 
This group of Liverpool FC players can smell silverware and it’s driving them on to 
greater heights. The push for a Cup double is gathering pace. 
Deliver on the big stage against Cardiff City in the Carling Cup final on Sunday and 
the club’s painful six-year wait for a trophy will be over. 
Beat Stoke City in the quarter-finals of the FA Cup at Anfield next month and 
Liverpool will be heading back to Wembley. 
Opportunity knocks for Dalglish’s men and the signs are that it’s a chance they 
aren’t about to spurn. 
When Jamie Carragher is sharing a joke with a rotund naked man near the 
halfway line in stoppage time it’s fair to assume the Reds have had a good day. 
Liverpool’s biggest victory since Hull City were hammered by the same scoreline 
in September 2009 was cruel on Gus Poyet’s Brighton. 
But this isn’t the time to be showing any mercy. The Reds’ league campaign has 
been dogged by their failure to overcome inferior opposition on home turf. There 
have been too many tales of domination going unrewarded. 
Finally, Liverpool appear to be clicking as an attacking force. A remarkable hat-
trick of own goals helped their cause but they were prompted by incessant 
pressure. 
There were positives for Dalglish all over the pitch. Most notably up front with 
strike duo Andy Carroll and Luis Suarez on the scoresheet. 
Carroll deservedly walked away with the match of the match bubbly for an 
industrious display. 
There have been a few false dawns for the big frontman at Anfield but there’s no 
doubt the No 9 is starting to look the part. 
Aside from his clinical strike and unselfish assist for Suarez, Carroll worked his 
socks off. A common complaint of the £35million man has been a failure to make 
the most of his 6ft 3ins frame. 
Now he’s starting to put himself about more and is visibly growing in confidence. 
The sight of him running 40 yards back to the halfway line to dispossess Ashley 
Barnes was greeted with a similar roar to when he found the net. Fans love a 
show of total commitment and Carroll provided it. 
Suarez put the unpleasant episode at Old Trafford firmly behind him. The 
Uruguayan got back to what he does best – terrorising defenders. 
A missed penalty threatened to end his afternoon on a downer but a late 
poacher’s effort ensured the scowl was swiftly replaced with a smile. Suarez is 
now into double figures for the season. Remarkably, this was the first time Steven 
Gerrard, Carroll and Suarez have all started the same game for Liverpool. If this is 
a taste of things to come it’s going to be some ride between now and May. 
The Reds had lost their three previous home FA Cup ties against teams from the 
second tier with Brighton out to emulate the achievements of Crystal Palace, 
Barnsley and Reading. 
The Seagulls, unbeaten in 10 games and eyeing promotion to the Premier League, 
hoped the prospect of Wembley would prove to be a distraction. However, it 
served only to focus minds in the knowledge that final places were up for grabs. 
The Reds led inside five minutes as Gerrard’s inviting corner was expertly nodded 
home by Martin Skrtel at the near post. 
With the backing of their 6,000 fans, Brighton responded and Kazenga LuaLua 
fashioned an equaliser. The ex-Newcastle United winger unleashed a stunning 25-
yarder into the bottom corner after former Red Alan Navarro and Buckley had 
teed up a free-kick for him. Pepe Reina was left helpless by a defensive wall which 
parted like the Red Sea. 
It was a blip but Liverpool were swiftly back in the ascendancy. 
Stewart Downing produced arguably his best performance since arriving last 
summer and went close to restoring the lead after a neat one-two with Suarez. It 
was a show of faith by Dalglish retaining Downing following his meagre 
contribution against Manchester United but it paid off handsomely. 
With Suarez denied by Inigo Calderon’s outstretched boot and then Carroll 
heading Gerrard’s cross inches over, the Seagulls were clinging on and on the 
stroke of half-time their luck ran out. 
Charlie Adam’s corner was punched clear by Peter Brezovan but only as far as 
Suarez, who sent it back with interest. After the keeper blocked, Glen Johnson 
headed goalwards and Sam Vokes’ attempted clearance struck the unfortunate 
Liam Bridcutt before flying in. 
Poyet introduced lifelong Liverpool fan Craig Noone at the break. The winger had 
impressed in the Carling Cup tie between the clubs back in September but the 
dream of walking out at Anfield soon turned into a nightmare. 
It was one-way traffic with Henderson and Downing going close before the tie was 
killed off just before the hour mark. 
Downing did brilliantly down the left and pulled the ball back for Carroll to thump 
an emphatic first-time strike past Brezovan for his sixth goal of the campaign. 

 

 
Attacking at pace, the Reds were wreaking havoc and Brighton self-destructed. 
First, Navarro’s mistake was pounced on by Gerrard. Brezovan parried but the 
Reds captain latched on to the rebound and from an impossible angle his effort 
went in via Bridcutt’s shin. 
A third own goal will live long in the memory. Suarez cross sparked panic with the 
keeper clawing it to Liam Dunk. The defender was under no pressure but in trying 
to bring the ball down took a second touch so heavy he inexplicably bundled it in. 
Brighton’s resolve was broken and the chances kept on coming. After Noone 
upended substitute Dirk Kuyt in the box, Dalglish insisted on Suarez taking the 
spot-kick, but his penalty was tame and easily saved by Brezovan. 
However, the visitors’ misery wasn’t over. Five minutes from time the Reds had 
their half dozen. Jose Enrique’s deep across was nodded back across goal by 
Carroll for Suarez to gleefully head home. 
The celebrations at the end were briefly delayed by the entrance from the Kop of 
a male streaker, who embraced Carragher before being escorted off. It was a 
fitting end to a surreal afternoon. 
Next stop Wembley. This Liverpool team have naked ambition. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina, Johnson, Carragher, Skrtel, Enrique, Gerrard (Shelvey 76), 
Adam, Downing (Rodriguez 76), Henderson (Kuyt 76), Suarez, Carroll. Not used: 
Coates, Spearing, Kelly. 
BRIGHTON: Brezovan, Calderon, Greer, Dunk, El-Abd (Vicente 69), Buckley (Noone 
45), Bridcutt, Navarro, LuaLua, Vokes (Mackail-Smith 69), Barnes.. Not used: 
Ankergren, Harley, Vincelot, Agdestein. 
GOALS: Skrtel 5, LuaLua 17, Bridcutt (og) 44, Carroll 57, Bridcutt (og) 71, Dunk (og) 
74, Suarez 85. 
CARDS: Navarro (85) 
REFEREE: Andre Marriner (W Midlands) 
ATTENDANCE: 43, 940 
 
 
 

 
LuaLua strikes but Albion are hammered 
Kazenga LuaLua scored a cracker in front of the Kop – but three own goals helped 
send Albion spinning out of the FA Cup. 
The Seagulls were thumped 6-1 by Liverpool in the fifth round as Liam Bridcutt 
(twice) and Lewis Dunk were debited with OGs. 
Martin Skrtel and Andy Carroll also netted and Luis Suarez added a late sixth 
having earlier had a penalty saved by Peter Brezovan. 
LuaLua's terrific free-kick on 17 minutes gave the Seagulls parity after going 
behind early. 
They conceded in only the fifth minute as Skrtel headed home a Steven Gerrard 
corner at the near post. 
The Seagulls settled, though, knocked the ball around and levelled in stunning 
style 12 minutes later. 
LuaLua won a free-kick with a mazy run, then thrashed his 30-yarder low past 
Pepe Reina's right hand. 
Albion played some nice stuff and looked comfortable in possession. 
But Liverpool carried the greater threat. 
Suarez thought he had scored when he beat a couple of tackles and rolled a shot 
past Brezovan but Inigo Calderon got back to divert the ball over his own bar. 
Brezovan tipped a curling Gerrard free-kick over the bar on 43 minutes but the 
resulting corner saw Liverpool regain the lead in scrappy style. 
A Suarez shot was blocked, Glen Johnson headed the ball goalwards and Sam 
Vokes headed off the line – only for the ball to hit Bridcutt and bounce in. 
Liverpool made a terrific start to the second half and Carroll flashed a left-foot 
shot past Brezovan after Stewart Downing had cut the ball back. 
That quality finish was followed by two bizarre goals. 
First Bridcutt inadvertently diverted Gerrard's driven low cross into his own after 
an error by Alan Navarro. 
Then the otherwise outstanding Dunk bizarrely juggled the ball into his own trying 
to clear a cross. 
Suarez added a close-range sixth from Carroll's far-post knockdown on 85 
minutes, having been outwitted by Brezovan from the penalty spot a few minutes 
earlier. 
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